Ropley Parish Hall - SMEG Dishwasher - basic instructions for hirers
GENERAL POINTS TO NOTE
1. This dishwasher is a PROFESSIONAL one and it operates di erently to domestic machines
2. It takes approximately 5 minutes to wash a load, but …..
3. You should STARTUP and allow approximately 1 hour for it to ll and heat before you want to
wash dishes
4. It is plugged in to a socket on the wall behind the water heater, to the left of the main sink
5. There is a choice of 2 main square baskets but the machine only takes ONE. Depends on the
shape of the items you are washing. The cutlery basket can be placed on either of them
6. Wash and rinse liquids are dispensed from large containers in the adjacent cupboard
7. At end of hiring, you MUST do a proper pumpdown empty & shutdown - see below

STARTUP / INITIAL FILL & HEATING - allow approx 1 hour before rst wash
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

With the dishwasher door closed
Switch on the power socket on the wall behind the hot water boiler to the left of the main sink
Press and hold the machine’s on-o button for 2 or 3 seconds (below L5 in the picture below)
The display will initially display an irrelevant rmware code Fxx/Rxx, followed by FILL
Wait until the display on the machine ashes alternating between End and P1/P2/P3

NOW TO WASH SOME DISHES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Swap the main basket if needed and add the cutlery basket if needed
Rinse o any food deposits from the items to be washed
Load the basket with the items and close the door
Decide if you want a short, medium or long wash (P1, P2 or P3)
Press and hold the selected program button (P1 is below LED L1, P2 is below LED L2, P3 is
below LED L3) for 2 or 3 seconds until the program LED above it ashes
6. The wash will now start, and during its cycle, a series of vertical bars in the display will
indicate progress | | | | |
7. When the program is over, the program LED will stay on, and the display will alternate
between P1/P2/P3 and End
8. The machine is immediately ready to do another load if needed. Go back to step 1

AT THE END OF HIRING, PUMP-DOWN EMPTY & SHUTDOWN *** IMPORTANT ***
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After your nal wash has completed (step 7 above) and with the door closed …..
Press and hold the PUMP-OUT button (see below, below LED L4) for about 5 seconds
The L4 LED will ash and the display will scroll the word “UnLoad”
When the pumpdown has completed, the dishwasher switches itself o and the display will
now indicate OFF
5. Now you can go to the switch on the wall socket, and switch o the power
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